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QUESTION 1

Area density refers to: 

A. the amount of data per disk 

B. the amount of data per partition 

C. the amount of data per square inch 

D. the amount of data per platter 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Item 2If you come across a sheepdip machine at your client site, what would you infer? 

A. A sheepdip coordinates several honeypots 

B. A sheepdip computer is another name for a honeypot 

C. A sheepdip computer is used only for virus-checking. 

D. A sheepdip computer defers a denial of service attack 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a security analyst performing reconnaissance on a company you will be carrying out a penetration test for. You
conduct a search for IT jobs on Dice.com and find the following information for an open position: 7+ years experience in
Windows Server environment 5+ years experience in Exchange 2000/2003 environment Experience with Cisco Pix
Firewall, Linksys 1376 router, Oracle 11i and MYOB v3.4 Accounting software are required MCSA desired, MCSE, CEH
preferred No Unix/Linux Experience needed What is this information posted on the job website considered? 

A. Social engineering exploit 

B. Competitive exploit 

C. Information vulnerability 

D. Trade secret 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using DriveSpy, a forensic tool and want to copy 150 sectors where the starting sector is 1709 on the primary
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hard drive. Which of the following formats correctly specifies these sectors? 

A. 0:1000, 150 

B. 0:1709, 150 

C. 1:1709, 150 

D. 0:1709-1858 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the slave device connected to the secondary IDE controller on a Linux OS referred to? 

A. hda 

B. hdd 

C. hdb 

D. hdc 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Before you are called to testify as an expert, what must an attorney do first? 

A. engage in damage control 

B. prove that the tools you used to conduct your examination are perfect 

C. read your curriculum vitae to the jury 

D. qualify you as an expert witness 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Julia is a senior security analyst for Berber Consulting group. She is currently working on a contract for a small
accounting firm in Florid a. They have given her permission to perform social engineering attacks on the company to
see if their in- house training did any good. Julia calls the main number for the accounting firm and talks to the
receptionist. Julia says that she is an IT technician from the company\\'s main office in Iowa. She states that she needs
the receptionist\\'s network username and password to troubleshoot a problem they are having. Julia says that Bill
Hammond, the CEO of the company, requested this information. After hearing the name of the CEO, the receptionist
gave Julia all the information she asked for. What principal of social engineering did Julia use? 

A. Social Validation 
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B. Scarcity 

C. Friendship/Liking 

D. Reciprocation 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

During an investigation, an employee was found to have deleted harassing emails that were sent to someone else. The
company was using Microsoft Exchange and had message tracking enabled. Where could the investigator search to
find the message tracking log file on the Exchange server? 

A. C:\Program Files\Exchsrvr\servername.log 

B. D:\Exchsrvr\Message Tracking\servername.log 

C. C:\Exchsrvr\Message Tracking\servername.log 

D. C:\Program Files\Microsoft Exchange\srvr\servername.log 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

When investigating a potential e-mail crime, what is your first step in the investigation? 

A. Trace the IP address to its origin 

B. Write a report 

C. Determine whether a crime was actually committed 

D. Recover the evidence 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

When an investigator contacts by telephone the domain administrator or controller listed by a Who is lookup to request
all e-mails sent and received for a user account be preserved, what U.S.C. statute authorizes this phone call and
obligates the ISP to preserve e-mail records? 

A. Title 18, Section 1030 

B. Title 18, Section 2703(d) 

C. Title 18, Section Chapter 90 

D. Title 18, Section 2703(f) 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

If you are concerned about a high level of compression but not concerned about any possible data loss, what type of
compression would you use? 

A. Lossful compression 

B. Lossy compression 

C. Lossless compression 

D. Time-loss compression 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You have completed a forensic investigation case. You would like to destroy the data contained in various disks at the
forensics lab due to sensitivity of the case. How would you permanently erase the data on the hard disk? 

A. Throw the hard disk into the fire 

B. Run the powerful magnets over the hard disk 

C. Format the hard disk multiple times using a low level disk utility 

D. Overwrite the contents of the hard disk with Junk data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

How many characters long is the fixed-length MD5 algorithm checksum of a critical system file? 

A. 16 

B. 32 

C. 64 

D. 48 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14
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What feature of Decryption Collection allows an investigator to crack a password as quickly as possible? 

A. Cracks every password in 10 minutes 

B. Distribute processing over 16 or fewer computers 

C. Support for Encrypted File System 

D. Support for MD5 hash verification 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

When is it appropriate to use computer forensics? 

A. If copyright and intellectual property theft/misuse has occurred 

B. If employees do not care for their boss management techniques 

C. If sales drop off for no apparent reason for an extended period of time 

D. If a financial institution is burglarized by robbers 

Correct Answer: A 
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